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Curbing aviation with a Frequent Flyer Levy and aviation fuel
duty – a fair tax package
Lisa Hopkinson with Sally Cairns, Lynn Sloman, Carey Newson and Beth Hiblin
To meet our climate targets, we must end unfair aviation subsidies and introduce a frequent flyer levy and
aviation fuel duty, with benefits for the public purse and the majority of people.
Aviation subsidies are unfair to the majority of people
Aviation is a heavily subsidised industry primarily serving the richer members of society. In the UK, a
staggering 70% of flights are taken by 15% of the population1, while at least half of the population take
no flights at all in each year2. Most flights are not made for business: over 7 out of 10 flights are now for
leisure3. Three quarters of this air travel is by members of the ABC1 social classes4. This relatively small
proportion of wealthy individuals who fly very frequently are responsible for a disproportionate share of
the impact of flying.
Yet flyers benefit from significant tax breaks that are not available to other forms of transport. Flights are
exempt from VAT and there is no fuel duty levied on aviation fuel5. These generous tax breaks cost the
Exchequer over £10 billion per year6. Air Passenger Duty (APD), which generates £3 billion a year7, does
not compensate for this loss of revenue and is levied at too low a rate to curb demand for flying8. There
is no reason why aviation, particularly domestic flights, should be given such special treatment from the
UK government. These subsidies are unfair to the majority of people, who fly infrequently or not at all,
yet may well be the recipients of aviation noise or air pollution.
Aviation could become responsible for half of the UK’s carbon emissions
These subsidies also matter because they stimulate demand for one of the most damaging forms of
transport in terms of climate impact9,10. Deeper and faster carbon reductions than those currently
targeted11 will be needed to limit global warming in line with the Paris Agreement12. This requires CO2
emissions to fall to net zero by 2050 or before, requiring deep emissions reductions by all sectors13. Yet
rather than cutting emissions the government is still planning to allow international aviation emissions to
more than double compared to 1990 levels14. As a result, the aviation industry is at risk of consuming
around a half of the total UK carbon budget by 205015 compared to 7% in 201616.
This over-generous carbon allowance for aviation unfairly penalises other sectors since higher levels of
aviation emissions will require deeper emissions cuts elsewhere. In addition, aviation causes a range of
‘non-carbon’ impacts at altitude which, though still uncertain, could possibly double the climate change
impact or worse17,18.
Airport expansion and predicted passenger growth are not compatible with our carbon targets
The UK is already falling far short of what is needed to meet our legally binding 2050 climate targets.
Rather than taking heed of expert warnings to act with urgency to close the policy gap19, government is
unwisely planning to expand airport capacity, encouraging people to take more flights, an issue partly
dealt with in a separate radical policy paper20. If plans for airport expansion go ahead, and passenger
demand continues to grow unchecked, this will seriously undermine the UK’s ability to comply with the
Paris Agreement21.
The growth in air passenger demand must be curbed
The government position22 is that carbon emissions from international aviation are best tackled through
the International Civil Aviation Authority (ICAO)23. However, progress by ICAO has been painfully slow

and the scheme currently proposed is woefully inadequate24,25 and based on discredited offsetting
schemes which fail to deliver carbon reductions26,27. Given the failure of international measures to
address the growing climate impact of aviation, it is essential the UK takes responsibility for its share of
emissions. While greater uptake of alternative fuels and efficiency improvements are essential, they will
also be insufficient28,29. To meet the goals of the Paris Agreement and avoid catastrophic impacts of
climate change will also mean constraining demand for flying through fiscal measures30.
To meet our carbon targets efficiently and equitably, the UK’s aviation sector needs to make its fair
share of emission cuts. This will require a halt to airport expansion and a reduction in air travel demand
through a Fair Tax Package:
Stop unfair subsidies for wealthy flyers: introduce a Frequent Flyer Levy
There is scope for the Government to increase the rate of APD31 or replace APD with more effective and
more progressive forms of tax. For example, a Frequent Flyer Levy32 could help address the
disproportionate impact from wealthy individuals who fly very frequently. The levy would be zero for the
first return flight and increase progressively for each subsequent flight in each year (for example, one
possible scenario is £20 for the second flight, £60 for the third, reaching £420 by the ninth flight)33.
Everyone currently flying would still be able to afford to fly for occasional holidays, or for family reasons.
This would be more socially equitable by making the wealthy frequent flyers pay proportionately more, is
politically deliverable34 and would help reduce the levels of frequent flying35. It could also raise an
estimated £7 billion a year for the Exchequer by 202036. Levels could be adjusted according to observed
impacts.
Stop unfair subsidies for fossil fuels: levy aviation fuel duty
There is nothing in international and EU regulations preventing a tax on aviation fuel for domestic flights
and many countries, including the US, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway and Switzerland, already levy
aviation fuel tax on domestic flights37,38. An analysis of the impacts of a fuel tax on domestic flights in
Japan found that it had reduced CO2 emissions from aircraft39. Applying fuel tax to UK domestic flights
only would generate estimated revenue of around €247 million (£219 million)40. Greater carbon emission
reductions would be achieved if aviation fuel tax were applied on all flights within Europe, which is
currently permitted by EU law41. It is estimated this would raise €9.5 billion per annum, of which €1.6
billion (£1.4 billion42) would be for the UK43. This and other fossil fuel transport taxes have received
strong backing from eminent economists44.
It has been argued that unilateral action on aviation will simply displace the carbon elsewhere, for
example through airlines ‘tankering’ (bringing in fuel from other countries)45. Yet it would be logistically
difficult for airlines to do this and there is no evidence that domestic kerosene taxes have led US and
Japanese airlines to go to Canada and Korea respectively to tank up46. Government’s own analysis
suggests increased aviation taxation would be effective in reducing carbon47.
Benefits for the tourism industry and rural/outlying areas
This additional tax revenue for the UK (and Europe) could be used to fund more beneficial travel
measures. For example, some of the revenue from the combined taxes could be used to improve
sustainable travel to outlying regions and rural areas, by reopening branch rail lines and providing
frequent, high quality rural bus services. As well as the additional revenue from a fairer tax package,
holidaying in the UK could become more popular for UK residents, regenerating the economies of many
British seaside and rural areas48. This could help close the gap between the money spent by British
people holidaying abroad and that spent by overseas visitors while in the UK: a trade deficit on tourism of
around £20 billion in 201749.
The current situation is socially unfair and is failing to ensure that aviation contributes its share towards
action on climate change. It is time to end the generous tax breaks for fossil fuels and frequent flyers and
bring in a fair tax package comprising fuel duty and a frequent flyer levy.
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